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BREAKING: NHS Director con�rms Hospitals lied about Cause of
Death to create illusion of COVID Pandemic
BY RHODA WILSON ON JANUARY 17, 2023 • ( 27 COMMENTS )

Before Covid, four types of pneumonia added together were the highest cause of death in the UK.  In a newly implemented Medical Examiner

System to certify deaths, the Medical Examiner was certifying all types of pneumonia deaths as covid-19 deaths, a former Director of End-of-
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Life Care has said.

On Saturday, Sai (https://twitter.com/TheOriginalSai), a former NHS Director of End-of-Life Care, wrote a Twitter thread which, amongst other things, gave a

personal account of the changes to the system of reporting deaths implemented in the NHS:

“When four different diseases [are] grouped and now being called covid-19, you will inevitably see covid-19 with a huge death rate.   The mainstream

media was reporting on this huge increase in covid-19 deaths due to the Medical Examiner System being in place.

“Patients being admitted and dying with very common conditions such as old age, myocardial infarctions, end-stage kidney failure, haemorrhages,

strokes, COPD and cancer etc. were all now being certified as covid-19 via the Medical Examiner System.

“Hospitals were switching to and from the Medical Examiner System and the pre-pandemic system as [and] when they pleased. When covid-19 deaths

needed to be increased, the hospital would switch to the Medical Examiner System.”

In addition, “hospitals were incentivised to report covid-19 deaths over normal deaths, as the government was paying hospitals additional money for every

covid-19 death that was being reported,” Sai said. “I have no doubt in my mind, that the Government has planned the entire pandemic since 2016 when

they first proposed the change to medical death certification.”

You can read Sai’s thread on Twitter HERE (https://twitter.com/TheOriginalSai/status/1614332319111970816) or Thread Reader App HERE

(https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1614332319111970816.html).  In the event it is removed from Twitter we have copied the thread below and attached a pdf copy at

the end of this article. In the following, the number at the beginning of a paragraph relates to the number of the tweet within the thread.

Let’s not lose touch…Your Government and Big Tech are actively trying to censor the information reported by The Exposé to serve their own needs. Subscribe now to
make sure you receive the latest uncensored news in your inbox…

SUBSCRIBE

1. The truth about the covid-19 pandemic from within the NHS (ex-Director of End-of-Life Care at one of
the largest hospital trusts in the UK)
2. In 2016, the British government proposed and piloted a change to the process of how deaths were certified across all hospitals in the UK. I have

attached a link to this Department of Health (“DoH”) document below:

Type your email…
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Reforming death certification: Introducing scrutiny by Medical Examiners

(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/521226/Death_certificate_reforms_pilots_-_report_A.pdf), Department of Health, May

2016

3 & 4. The DoH document proposed a switch to the “Medical Examiner” (“ME”) System and was sent to a number of different audiences for feedback and

consultation. The ME System was already being piloted at two hospitals up north. The results of the consultation are below:

Introduction of Medical Examiners and Reforms to Death Certification in England and Wales: Government response to consultation

(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/715224/death-certification-reforms-government-response.pdf), Department of Health &

Social Care, June 2018

5. Prior to the covid-19 pandemic, the death certification process involved treating doctors of a patient to attend Bereavement Services/Patient Affairs to

discuss the death and either: a) refer the death to the Coroner or b) write a Medical Certificate of Cause of Death (“MCCD”).

6. The MCCD states the cause of death. Whereby a direct cause (1a) or contributing causes (1b) (1c) (1d) are stated along with co-morbidities (not

directly causing the death) being written in (2) on the MCCD. The MCCD is only ever a probable cause of death, it is not definitive.

7. The only definitive way of determining an accurate and plausible cause of death is to refer the deceased patient to HM Coroner (if certain criteria are

met), for HM Coroner to accept and take on the case, resulting in a Post Mortem (“PM”) being conducted by a Histopathologist.

8. When a death is seen as natural and there is nothing untoward, the MCCD is written by the treating doctor of a deceased patient. Usually, this is an F1,

F2, SHO or Registrar that attends. It is rare for a treating Consultant to attend, but they will finalise the cause of death.

9. A strict hospital hierarchy exists within the NHS for doctors. It is as follows – from lowest to highest rank: Foundation Year 1 (FY1), Foundation Year 2

(FY2), Senior House Officer (SHO), Registrar (Reg), Consultant, Clinical Lead, Medical Director.

10. Junior doctors will very rarely speak up or challenge their seniors. A senior decision is seen as final and it will be carried out and executed without any

hesitance or questioning.

11. In my 5.5 years of experience in End-of-Life Care, I have only ever seen one junior doctor disagree with a proposed cause of death and challenge

their consultant.

12. With the number of deaths that occur in a hospital, as you can imagine, there is a great deal of variation with regards to causes of death, as we have

numerous different doctors writing an MCCD and coming up with various different potential diseases in different orders.

13. The proposed ME system would change this, as the government would now hire and pay one Medical Examiner, to sit in every hospital and write all

MCCDs for all deceased patients. This would effectively eliminate any variation in causes of death.
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14. In 2016, when I heard of this proposal, I worked as a Bereavement Officer at a hospital in Central London. My mentor/line manager at the time was a

former Chief Nurse who managed Bereavement Services and all hospital deaths would be controlled by her and the department.

15. We essentially carried a huge amount of power with regard to decision-making, as we would go through all patient notes following the death of a

patient, and essentially guide and advise doctors on what would need to be written with regards to an MCCD or Coroners Referral.

16. In my personal opinion, our role was to sit on the fence and act in the best interests of a deceased patient (and their families), but also protect the

hospital and our doctors from any potential negligence.

17. As you can imagine many battles were fought over decisions about a cause of death of a patient or a referral to the coroner with a vast [number] of

doctors over the years.

18. F2s and SHOs were particularly the worst with regards to carrying an arrogance of knowing what should be written on an MCCD or stating that a

patient didn’t need to be referred to the Coroner (often stating that their Consultant had given them instructions).

19. It is worth noting that Consultants are also only human and can be incorrect at times too. We have to remember that they are succeeded in hierarchy

by a Clinical Lead and beyond that a Medical Director. Who have far more experience and knowledge.

20. When I asked my mentor in 2016, how the ME system would change things, I was told that Bereavement Services/Patient Affairs would become

purely administrative and that the clinical judgement would fall to the Medical Examiner.

21. The power and decision-making with regards to MCCD/Coroners Referrals was being taken away not only from treating doctors but also from

Bereavement Services/Patient Affairs/Bereavement Officers/Bereavement Service Managers/Directors of End-of-Life Care.

22. This decision-making power was being handed solely to the Medical Examiner, who has not been involved in the treatment of a patient during an

admission.

I took all this information in at the time and acquired as much knowledge as I could from my mentor/line manager.

23. In 2016, I also happened to make a move and take up an opportunity to manage my own Bereavement Services at one of the largest hospital trusts in

the whole of the UK. On average, I would oversee MCCD/Coroner Referrals for approximately 1,750 deaths on an annual basis.

24. I developed a very close working relationship and friendship with one of the Medical Directors (a doctor with the highest ranking in a hospital).  This

was especially helpful when having to challenge doctors with regard to MCCDs/Coroners Referrals.

25. Progressing to Director of End-of-Life Care, I became involved with the reporting of mortality rates, conducting mortality reviews and writing hospital

policies. I had also developed an excellent working relationship with the HM Coroner who oversaw our Trust.
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26. HM Coroner holds the power to investigate any hospital or trust with regard to a death or a number of deaths. A slight problem may arise, in that HM

Coroner has an allegiance to the Crown and the Government.

27. When a death is reported to the Coroner, this was previously reported via [a] telephone call by the treating doctor. A discussion was had with the

Coroner’s Office and a direct outcome and instruction would come from the Coroner’s Office, by way of HM Coroner (via a phone call).

28. There is a fundamental flaw [in] this system, as there is no documentation of the decision and instruction from the Coroner. It comes via word of

mouth. There is always room for error without any electronic documentation.

29. Every Hospital/Trust and HM Coroner will have a different system of reporting deaths. I personally made a decision to safeguard my hospital and the

Trust, by developing an electronic coroners referral form, which I proposed to our Coroner and developed after their agreement.

30. We now had documentation of every death being reported and every outcome.

When reporting a death, the Coroner will look at a proposed cause of death and accept it, or reject the cause of death and take on the case (death of the

patient), leading to an Inquest or a PM.

31. In 2019, our Medical Director, came into my office one morning and stated that the Board of Directors at the Hospital had made a decision to switch to

the Medical Examiner System.

Hearing the words “ME System” was a massive case of Déjà vu (conversation with my mentor in 2016)

32. I knew exactly what the ME System was, but I chose instead, to play the fool and enquire what exactly the ME System was and what it meant for our

service, my staff and our roles. Everything the Medical Director mentioned to me that day was a carbon copy of what I already knew.

33. I knew that my time in End-of-Life Care had come to an end. I’d reached the top and there was no more progress for me. Losing all power and

decision-making to any ME coming into the hospital did not appeal to me. I’d already made up my mind that I needed to leave.

34. Seeking a new challenge and experience, I made a move in 2019 to another major hospital in Central London, this time side-tracking into operational

management.  I was in charge of the operational management of Nephrology, Rheumatology, Dermatology and Diabetes & Endocrinology.

35. In Jan 2020, I remember hearing about the first case of covid-19 at our hospital, with a patient arriving from China and walking into our A&E. A&E was

shut down and steam cleaned that day, I recollect the moment I heard about this.

36. In my mind, I saw the reporting of covid-19 in the media as nothing more than Bird Flu or Ebola, which had caused panic but yet passed. I wasn’t

worried in the slightest bit.

Things began to escalate around in Feb 2020, around the time I was going on holiday.
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37. Due to the reporting by the media, I bought N95 masks as a precaution for my trip and to give to my parents and younger sister. I was blessed to have

had an opportunity to spend a few days in Sri Lanka for a wedding and then nearly a whole month in Australia (March 2020).

38. I watched as the narrative of a deadly infectious disease continued to grow with every day that passed. I made a decision to cut my holiday short by a

couple of days so that I could make sure I got back to my family and [did] not end up being stranded in Australia.

39. Upon returning to the UK in late March 2020. One of the immediate things that struck me was the lack of any temperature monitoring or questioning at

Heathrow Airport. This seemed odd for a potentially deadly infectious disease that was spreading around the world.

40. This was especially odd, as Sri Lanka and Australia had questioned me/checked temperatures upon arrival, with even Singapore monitoring

temperatures during transit.

41. My mother had just recovered from cancer, my father was over 70 and my younger sister was born with Down’s Syndrome alongside having multiple

other conditions. I had three high risk individuals to covid-19 in my family and I was scared/fearful of giving them covid-19.

42. I asked my hospital to allow me to work from home. They refused. I wasn’t deemed high risk, although I lived with my parents at the time. I needed to

help my mum and my sister. The hospital held no regard for the safety of its employees. They forced me to come into work.

43. I spent two months isolating in my bedroom, I barely came out of my room, for fear of spreading an infectious disease. Never once did I think about

the situation or my prior experience or knowledge, I was just reacting to the media frenzy. I was full of panic and stress.

44. The first irregularity I noticed, was the government and media stating that covid-19 was an infectious disease. However just before the first lockdown

was implemented, I noted that the government had downgraded the status of covid-19 stating it was no longer infectious.

45. This made no sense to me. Why would we need to isolate if they downgraded the status? My circle of friends contained many medics and dentists.

They were all panicking at the time, saying they had inadequate surgical masks and that they needed N95 masks.

46. N95 masks were seen as the only way to prevent medical professionals from becoming infected with covid-19.

The public being asked to wear surgical masks made no sense to me. The virus would be able to go straight through. Something didn’t seem right.

47. I ended up meeting and dating an FY1 doctor (my ex-[girl friend]) around October 2020. We clicked because she was different from every other doctor

I had previously spoken to about covid-19. She also had her suspicions and believed it wasn’t as infectious as it was made out to be.

48. We both started to slowly realise that covid-19 was a real disease (as it was showing up on X-rays in patients) but that it wasn’t infectious at all,

despite all the reporting in the media.
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49. I needed to experience working in a covid-19 hotspot and see all the action for myself. In March 2021, I quit my job at the hospital in Central London

and took up an opportunity to manage A&E and AMU (Acute Medical Unit) at a hospital in South London.

50. The 6 months that I spent working in A&E/AMU confirmed all my suspicions and culminated in my decision to end my career in the NHS.

51. [For] the entire 6 months, I was not tested once with a PCR Test, despite walking into wards full of covid-19 positive patients on a daily basis. Yet we

were required to test multiple times when visiting another country.

52. The PCR test that the NHS was using to test patients, is known to have false-positive results. This is shown in numerous studies which can be found

online, an example of which is: Are you infectious if you have a positive PCR test result for COVID-19? – The Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine

(https://www.cebm.net/covid-19/infectious-positive-pcr-test-result-covid-19/), The Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine, 5 August 2020

53. If a patient tests positive for Covid-19 with a PCR Test, this doesn’t mean they are infected. If tested again, they may well turn out with a negative test.

However, in the NHS, patients are only tested once and this stays on their record throughout their admission.

54. Hospital policies were changed alongside the implementation of the Medical Examiner System, to ensure that any patient who died within 30 days of a

positive test, would have to have covid-19 as their primary cause of death. This was regulated by the Medical Examiner.

55. The highest cause of death at every hospital per annum pre covid-19 is Pneumonia. Pneumonia is a respiratory disease like covid-19.

56. Pneumonia can be broken down into 4 different causes of death: Bronchopneumonia, Aspiration Pneumonia, Community-Acquired Pneumonia and

Hospital Acquired Pneumonia. These four causes when added together kill the largest number of people on an annual basis prior to the pandemic.

57. The Medical Examiner (one individual in each hospital), was certifying all these pneumonia deaths as covid-19 deaths. When four different diseases

[are] grouped and now being called covid-19, you will inevitably see covid-19 with a huge death rate.

58. The mainstream media was reporting on this huge increase in covid-19 deaths due to the Medical Examiner System being in place.

59. Patients being admitted and dying with very common conditions such as old age, myocardial infarctions, end-stage kidney failure, haemorrhages,

strokes, COPD and cancer etc. were all now being certified as covid-19 via the Medical Examiner System.

60. Hospitals were switching to and from the Medical Examiner System and the pre-pandemic system as [and] when they pleased. When covid-19 deaths

needed to be increased, the hospital would switch to the Medical Examiner System.

61. Doctors were one week being told they needed to complete an MCCD, to then be told the following week that they weren’t required to fill out an

MCCD, as the Medical Examiner was handling this.
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62. Hospitals were incentivised to report covid-19 deaths over normal deaths, as the government was paying hospitals additional money for every covid-

19 death that was being reported. The Medical Examiner system ensured that covid-19 was being put down as the cause of death.

63. The government sends out the annual NHS budget to Primary Care Trusts. This is split to fund Hospitals and GP Surgeries. A clinical coding team at

each hospital will assign codes to each treatment or death, so that money is paid out to the hospitals.

63. Any doctor who argued against covid-19 as a cause of death was bullied and vilified.  The General Medical Council (“GMC”) maintains a register of all

doctors within the UK.  This ensures that there is a fear of being struck off for speaking out against an agenda.

64. The GMC effectively controls all doctors in the UK.

Even if a doctor realises what is going on and wants to speak out. They will think twice about talking, as they would be risking their entire career and

everything that they’ve worked so hard for.

65. Doctors essentially have their hands tied, many have families, kids, mortgages and mouths to feed. If I was in their situation, I would think twice about

speaking out, for fear of being struck off by the GMC and losing everything.

66. The NHS Track & Trace App, which was introduced to try and control the spread of the virus, did not apply to medical professionals. We were all

asked to turn this off, as Doctors and staff isolating for 14 days disrupted patient flow, beds and the discharge of patients.

67. Any doctor that I spoke to regarding taking the covid-19 vaccine, were insistent that they were going to wait for a period of time, before taking it

themselves, to ensure that it was safe.

How is it ethical to give a vaccine to your patients, but not want to take it yourself?

68. In my 12 years of NHS service, never has a doctor pushed or influenced the public to take a vaccine. Yet on social media, I was seeing close friends

who were doctors, starting to post on social media that they have taken the vaccine and that the public should.

69. I wouldn’t be surprised if doctors were being forced to promote the vaccine by their superiors or if they were receiving monetary gain in doing so.

70. I have no doubt in my mind, that the Government has planned the entire pandemic since 2016 when they first proposed the change to medical death

certification.

71. Stress leads to disease and illness. Panic leads to people following whatever orders and instructions that are given to them by authority, such as

prolonged mask use, which leads to an increase in admissions in to the NHS system due to hypoxia and bacterial pneumonia.

72. The NHS treatment pathway involved patients being placed onto ventilators. There is a 50% chance of death from this clinical decision alone. How

many innocent people have died from the clinical decision to place them on a ventilator.
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73. During board rounds (where every admitted patient is discussed), we were seeing patients on a daily basis being admitted due to suffering from

adverse effects of taking the vaccine. Patients were blacking out after taking the vaccine or suffering from clots or strokes.

74. The NHS is all about money and making money. The safety of a patient didn’t seem like the most important thing. It was more about: how do we make

more beds available so that another patient can be treated?

75. Patients with no next of kin are discharged to nursing homes with care packages. I can’t comment on what happened to these patients in nursing

homes, during the pandemic, as I have no experience of their inner workings.

76. Patients are seen as money, even upon death, hospitals receive money for each death. Is there an actual concern for patient health and safety? I

know numerous doctors who are driven primarily by money and monetary gain.

77. The reason why I left the NHS in 2021
56-year-old male, admitted into A&E with end stage kidney failure, has a previous history of regular dialysis treatment for this. No respiratory symptoms on

admission and no temperature. However, when tested with a PCR Test…

He, unfortunately, tests positive. This stays on his record throughout his admission. Our hospital is relatively small in comparison to others I have worked

at, we have no dialysis machine as a result. We urgently need to transfer this patient to another hospital otherwise this patient will die. Our treating doctor

calls up larger hospitals with a dialysis machine to organise his transfer. All doctors pick up the phone and request the covid-19 status of the patient. A

transfer is declined due to a covid-19 infection protocol.  Our doctors again reiterate the point that this patient will die without dialysis. We are told there is

nothing that can be done and that the patient cannot be accepted for transfer.

This gentleman ended up dying without dialysis. Now please tell me what goes on the MCCD … 1a) covid-19 2) End Stage Kidney Failure.

Not written by the treating doctor who disagreed with this cause of death but by a medical examiner, put in place by the government and the hospital.

When innocent people are being killed by a corrupt organisation and system, for pure monetary gain, I can’t stand by and be part of this anymore. My

conscious was clear and I no longer wanted to be a part of this anymore.

78. I am very blessed and lucky that I was in a position to walk away. I’ve been able to speak out, because my hands are not tied and I am not regulated

by any organisation or governing body. I believe in speaking the truth and in doing so, I am only just an instrument for God.

79. I joined the NHS, 12 years ago because I had the desire to help those in need but the moment I realised that I was not doing this anymore, was the

time for me to walk away.

80. I apologise to you all if the above thread is confusing with regard to terminology or if you cannot understand its contents. I’m hoping that at the very

least, it can be understood by my fellow medical professionals or by journalists who would like to report the truth.
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81. Would be very grateful if you could help spread this truth and raise awareness of what really went on within the NHS by reposting and tagging any

relevant individuals who you think may help with spreading the truth of this thread (https://twitter.com/TheOriginalSai/status/1614332319111970816).

Sai is currently the Creative Director at Trillionaire Gents Squad (https://www.trillionairegentssquad.com/), a streetwear and lifestyle clothing brand established in

2021. 
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Featured image: Call to protect UK doctors from prosecution over life-or-death Covid rationing (https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/nov/17/call-to-protect-uk-

doctors-from-prosecution-over-life-or-death-covid-rationing), The Guardian, 17 November 2020

Subscribe now to make sure you receive the latest uncensored news in your inbox…
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WE NEED YOUR HELP… (https://expose-news.com/2022/12/15/urgent-december-fundraising-campaign/)

We’re not funded by the Government
to publish lies & propaganda on their

behalf like the mainstream media. (https://expose-news.com/2022/12/15/urgent-december-fundraising-campaign/)

Instead, we rely solely on our support. So
please support us in our efforts to bring you

honest, reliable, investigative journalism
today. It’s secure, quick and easy… (https://expose-news.com/2022/12/15/urgent-december-fundraising-campaign/)

Just choose your preferred method (https://expose-news.com/2022/12/15/urgent-december-fundraising-campaign/)

to show your support below support (https://expose-news.com/2022/10/05/the-expose-october-fundraising-campaign/)
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The origin of life, consciousness and gene editing Davos 2023: Referring to The Great Reset is out but censorship, hypocrisy

and god complexes are still in

WHO’s dystopian plan for the world must be stopped; it’s time to exit the

WHO and the UN, Australian Senator says

14 Absurdities on full public display

Follow Daily Expose on Telegram

4

Article Rating
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Jorge

  2 days ago

Shouldn’t all people involvedbe charged for crimes against humanity? Where was EBM, EBP?

21 Reply

Brin Jenkins

  2 days ago

I think a lot of us realised it was a manipulated crisis of little importance within a few weeks.

Some one with a name like gates should be hung.

22 Reply

W. A. O'Gorman

  2 days ago
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Here, belatedly, is chapter and verse but the questions remain: why were the public too dozy to

recognise that their “lived experience” was not of victims dropping like flies? How can

prostitution be so widespread in MSM, NHS and education system that they invariably followed

the narrative – no-one was impressed with the idea that death camp personnel were “just doing

their jobs”.

They do say that “you get the government you deserve”, but whereas that may well be true for

those that went along in order to get along, those that had the wit to recognise 1984 when they

saw it deserve better. Actually it transpires that they are now going to get their reward here,

rather than [as Fred Dibnah said] a half day out with the undertaker!

13 Reply

Bradley N Fisher

  2 days ago

This is all terrifying to me. This is just a tidbit of the overall operation going on to depopulate the

world of human souls. Our own succes in the western world has given birth to an elite oligarchy

rich enough to try to rule the earth. They think they are saving the planet by killing 95 percent of

us.

16 Reply

Will Shaw

 Reply to    1 day ago

They’re not trying to save the planet. They are trying to kill us.

13 Reply

Bradley N Fisher
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Leo Biddle

  1 day ago

https://twitter.com/biddle_leo/status/1615052913063395329?

s=20&t=5Ddl9wLXj5J9TFrsXVcyEA (https://twitter.com/biddle_leo/status/1615052913063395329?

s=20&t=5Ddl9wLXj5J9TFrsXVcyEA) Perhaps look a little deeper?

0 Reply

Rhoda Wilson

 Reply to    1 day ago

I read your thread and it is looking at social media profiles on other platforms, which is not a bad

thing to do but anyone can create and operate any number of social media profiles. Fake profiles

are created all the time to imitate prominent people etc. – sometimes as a scam and sometimes by

those running PsyOps or to discredit or confuse.

Your thread didn’t address any of the content of Sai’s thread. Not many laymen would have waded

through the below to get the level of detail Sai talks about.

https://www.england.nhs.uk/establishing-medical-examiner-system-nhs/

(https://www.england.nhs.uk/establishing-medical-examiner-system-nhs/)

What’s your take after reading the NHS website regarding the Medical Examiner?

0 Reply

Leo Biddle

 Reply to    1 day ago

Yes I addressed the messenger not the message as much contained within may have some

merit. To defame by association is a common tactic, the information could even be lifted off

a genuine person’s experience, maybe even Sai’s.

Author

Leo Biddle

Rhoda Wilson
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But to take at face value a monkey on Twitter associated with some strange social media

then promote this anonymous digital entity as a senior NHS director without first addressing

some of those irregularities doesn’t seem like solid journalism to me and sets the stage for

an easy fact check. I’ve seen things trend in such a coordinated fashion before and the

kernels of truth contained gets lost when the fraud falls apart.

I thought perhaps a sharp call for discernment by highlighting the absurdity of the

messenger might cause people to think a little before jumping on board with the latest thing.

But perhaps Sai is right that “[I] & all the other losers. I don’t think you will ever get it,

because you’re all definitely broke, probably divorced, miserable, super old & still working 9-

5 dead end jobs”

1 Reply

Rhoda Wilson

 Reply to    1 day ago

I take note of your comments and they are valid. However, content trumps all and if the

content seems true, as far as we are able to verify, then it wins over a profile picture.

PS I noted your profile picture on Twitter is also of a monkey and the link to your website is

also selling merchandise. I also noted you tweeted you had drunk 18 beers (if I recall

correctly), the implication being, while researching and writing your thread.

0 Reply

Leo Biddle

 Reply to    1 day ago

Thank you for taking the time to explain your journalistic standards to me.

Yes perhaps you noticed I run an orangutan charity, make no attempt to hide my identity

and have been on record and speaking out since this all began. On an island that embraced

Author

Leo Biddle

Rhoda Wilson
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far harsher tactics & enforcement than the gentle nudges deployed by the one I was born

on.

I was drinking before a friend asked my opinion actually and spent 20mins researching it’s

veracity, then 20 more to write it up and link it. Common sense wins over sobriety for me.

Time will tell I guess, but when it does people will be more focused on whatever new

narrative is being projected on the cave wall.

Good luck ending technocratic tyranny and all.

0 Reply

Domini

 Reply to    1 day ago

Rhoda, I’m the friend that asked Leo’s opinion. I had been forwarded the Sai thread, and

after one reading it left me feeling uncomfortable. I asked my husband’s opinion and he

agreed, so I asked Leo for his thoughts. You can find me on twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn

with genuine photos of me and my real name, I do not hide behind any avatar. I also barely

drink. I do not agree that the message is more important than the messenger, they have

equal importance. I shan’t go into all the possible permutations that could occur by

amplifying, a ‘genuine’ message (particularly one that may have been threaded through with

potential untruths), delivered by a bad actor. I believe those of us against the narrative have

to be especially discerning, and not jump on anything we deem to be supportive of our

beliefs.

0 Reply

Leo Biddle

 Reply to    22 hours ago

Content not character, fair enough.

One of us will have embarrassed themselves within the week I suspect.

https://twitter.com/TheOriginalSai/status/1615745662464688131?s=20&t=US5QKu8al-

Leo Biddle

Rhoda Wilson
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LzVS-ML87VVA (https://twitter.com/TheOriginalSai/status/1615745662464688131?s=20&t=US5QKu8al-LzVS-

ML87VVA)

0 Reply

BREAKING: NHS Director confirms Hospitals lied about Cause of Death to create illusion of
COVID Pandemic – Infinite Unknown

  1 day ago

[…] – BREAKING: NHS Director confirms Hospitals lied about Cause of Death to create illusion

of COVID Pand… […]

0 Reply

Creating Illusion of a COVID Pandemic: How UK Hospitals lied | Did You Know Ink

  1 day ago

[…] this current article – Hospitals lied about Cause of Death to create illusion of COVID

Pandemic – published 18 January 2023. A former NHS Director detailed how this was being

done in the UK. Take […]

0 Reply

NHS Director confirms Hospitals lied about Cause of Death to create illusion of ‘Covid Pandemic’
– David Icke

  1 day ago

[…] Read More: BREAKING: NHS Director confirms Hospitals lied about Cause of Death to

create illusion o… […]
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0 Reply

Andy Bunting

  1 day ago

This evil thing has presided over the proven evil of “End of Life Care” for this amount of time.

Just proves how corrupt & evil the system in hospitals is.

End of Life is the real title. Care? What care is dying of dehydration & starvation?

Well we cared so much we “helped” them to die more quickly by initially increasing the morphine

drips to fatal levels. The replaced that with Midazolam. Look that up. Basically Turbo charged

morphine. Major know effect of even a minute increase in “safe” dose level. Suppression of the

natural breathing reflex. OH? They stopped breathing?

GENOCIDE of the vulnerable elderly.

Extrapolate the numbers of dead & realise that the pension money saved, runs into x Bi££ion$.

FACT.

1 Reply

Murkowski Vacating Seat? Healthcare Whistleblower LIVE! B2T Show Jan 17, 2022

  1 day ago

[…] BREAKING: NHS Director confirms Hospitals lied about Cause of Death to create illusion of

COVID Pand… […]

1 Reply

BREAKING: NHS Director confirms Hospitals lied about Cause of Death to create illusion of
COVID Pandemic – Philosophers Stone

  1 day ago
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[…] Source: https://expose-news.com/2023/01/17/how-uk-hospitals-manipulated-cause-of-

death/ (https://expose-news.com/2023/01/17/how-uk-hospitals-manipulated-cause-of-death/) […]

0 Reply

Breaking: NHS Director confirms Hospitals lied about Cause of Death to create illusion of COVID
Pandemic -

  1 day ago

[…] Thread-by-@TheOriginalSai-14-Jan-23Downloadvia Expose-News […]

0 Reply

NHS Director Confirms Hospitals Lied to Create Illusion of COVID Pandemic - SACRED
COMBAT

  1 day ago

[…] Source: BREAKING: NHS Director confirms Hospitals lied about Cause of Death to create

illusion of COVID Pand… […]

0 Reply

PureBlood1778

  20 hours ago

If science can’t be questioned it’s not science anymore. It’s propaganda. They want to rip on

people for taking Ivermectin. I researched and saw the evidence on the internet. Research

papers are on the internet for those who wants to see. Top respected world doctors are being
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under defamation by MSM and vaccine manufacturers. I won’t back down recommeding IVM.

You can get yours by visiting https://ivmpharmacy.com (https://ivmpharmacy.com)

0 Reply

Your alternative update on #COVID19 for 2023-01-18. CDC: 800 “accidental” Covid-19 deaths in
2021. Normalize myocarditis, just like autism. WEF ‘bettleburger’ | paulthepaperbear

  18 hours ago

[…] BREAKING: NHS Director confirms Hospitals lied about Cause of Death to create illusion of

Covid Pandemic  Before covid, four types of pneumonia added together were the highest cause

of death in the UK. (tweet, website). […]

0 Reply

kevin king

  17 hours ago

What is worrying is the response of the doctors to this non-existent virus. Their complete

ignorance is shocking. Germ theory was falsified along time ago. They should know better given

the amount of information available to them.

1 Reply

NHS Director: Hospitals Lied About Covid Being Cause of Death To Create Illusion Of Pandemic
- The Juicy Report

  5 hours ago

[…] The Expose reports: On Saturday, Sai, a former NHS Director of End-of-Life Care, wrote a

Twitter thread which, amongst other things, gave a personal account of the changes to the
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system of reporting deaths implemented in the NHS: […]

0 Reply

Illusion Of A Pandemic: Courtesy of Elon Musk And Twitter, CNN, CDC And NHS Director
Confirm - Hospitals LIED About Covid Cause Of Death And Hospitalization...By About 95% -
Health Thoroughfare

  3 hours ago

[…] amazing ExposeNews.com was kind enough to save a copy of the thread just in case it

somehow manages to get lost on the […]

0 Reply

Illusion Of A Pandemic: Courtesy of Elon Musk And Twitter, CNN, CDC, And NHS Director
Confirm - Hospitals LIED About Covid Cause Of Death And Hospitalization...By About 95% -
Health Thoroughfare

  2 hours ago

[…] amazing ExposeNews.com was kind enough to save a copy of the thread just in case it

somehow manages to get lost on the […]

0 Reply

Direktor NHS-a: Bolnice su lagale da je Covid uzrok smrti kako bi stvorile iluziju pandemije –
epoha

  47 minutes ago

[…] slučaju da bude uklonjen s Twittera, kopirali smo nit ispod i priložili pdf kopiju na kraju ovog

članka. U nastavku se broj na početku odlomka odnosi na broj tweeta unutar […]
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